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id/Drafts 
source: /storage/device/Drafts 
type:MMS   access:04/20/2012 03:12:09 PM 
Subject:   <no subject> 

>>>Dearest reader, 

This is Love Letter One 

I am soaked in the sheddings of the dear blue sky, 
because I have loved Gladys. 

This concludes LL1. 

Sincerely yours, 
Patrick Darli-- 

wait 
don't finish that word 
I'd rather keep that part  
until from the midnight rooftops shouted the following 
text 
(in our sudden new year's moonlight.) 

love letter 1 

He cleared his throat and,  
across the din at the crazy kegger of distance, 
"Becau" 
(pause) 
"Because I can't tell half as well  
whether or not I am living 

if I am without your company..." 

 so force equals: 

    (we'll fill the bed) 
    (we'll spill some forgettable amount of  
    water there soon 
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id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/16/2012  04:53:07 PM 
Subject: 

We’re invincible! :) I’m the girl waiting for her 
rockstar to get home 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/16/2012  04:56:01 PM 

I will return to you, with 
desertlust 
& 
orphanjoy & so soon too 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/16/2012  04:58:19 PM 

Open arms& an open bed 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/16/2012  05:00:42 PM 

To roll and define our humanity. 
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id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/16/2012  05:02:19 PM 

Now. Talk dirty. 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/16/2012  05:43:42 PM 

:) Gimme a sec. We just got to the venue its awesome! 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:MMS 
delivered: 04/16/2012  09:05:15 PM 

love letter 2 

so my warmth is moving! 
can you not feel it, 
making the surfaceful sound of silence. 
fingers and palms. 
dark except for those 
imaginary eyes 
who track eagerly 
who desperately 

for me to proceed and change stations 
illuminating this stage in a new zone 

   so so sarmeished so so fulaemented 
 to feel our backs arch with Roger Daltry detail 
  
  "smfm tmhm, here's to being close and alone 
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id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/16/2012  09:45:15 PM 

are you there 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:MMS 
delivered: 04/16/2012  11:32:31 PM 

love letter 2 

1 

hello,YOU 
naked and sunshinewonderful 

for in the dim orange municipal moonlight of winter 
I found weaved into your skin the softaround, 
plushforever darlingbreath; 
Freedom Moment, the boiling state of youth in color 
glory-admission. 

You were here when the technicality of tomorrow turned 
into the reality of today. 
I believe you were wrapped in the somewhere of my arms 
and... 

hold on.can I describe the apex of now??? 

2 

Freedom Moment, the boiling state of youth in color 
glory- 

or so I think from the chair of pajamas-observer, 
crouched like a chimp at the precipice of thought 
with just a few synapse developments to separate me from  
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the cognition of God 

3.1 

Sie heilte eine harte Welt mit weichem Ton. 
I left you in bed with the stereo on. 
Die Natur bricht, wenn es mehr Schönheit fördert. 
We'll wade in some dreams, yeah, we'll sleep in the 
corner. 

3.2 

Freedom Moment, the boiling 
glory- 

whew 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:MMS 
delivered: 04/16/2012  01:13:22 PM 

love letter 3 

1 

(the absoluteness of deepest drama.) 

Iur hungtieah hiyeah 
hunt atheywelcome 
laughter crying for 
spuruiangh 

elcomfphongyeah 
umgfyeah patterns of my all 
imngifiyah punfyeah 
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2 

"flood-chest.hope," when I can stretch simple pixels 
beyond this awareness of life's coincidence 
(in your presence) 
has built my constant miracle; 

(and I could remind me forever that.) 

you are every. 

and equal to the savory and security of the borderless 
universe 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:MMS 
delivered: 04/17/2012  11:26:59 PM 

love letter 4 

you were craved in the fuzzy center of the 6:30 leather 
infant sunlight today 

there was one part where 

and I could hear the fibers of your 
gentle history in the scraping of my mind 
;*== 
sent the pathos of steephungryanimal 
problems                   my eyes 
had radioed you somewhere between 
your breasts.  
Your sex was psychic 
You had a kitchen counter day 

/ 

the police are here, 
clenching documents. 
hungry dogs. Shiny teeth 
the curtains-- 
get those--        "--coming!" 
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you started to bake Its sunday. sugar spent chilled 
hours on the windowsill. Here 
it have been invade 

there was one part where we were hidden. 
Knocking. Get the curtains--we'll go down 
together. Get the silverware. Feel my waist...    (you, 
diamondgaze, 
seems so 
silent&safe to me now...) 

we're painted all frigid orange and dark blue 
our calves flash past in the mirror 
these are brand new lights on our face 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  01:58:19 AM 

Hey. Sorry my phone wouldn t charge. and things have 
been crazy here.  how did New Orleans show go? 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/18/2012  02:26:59 AM 

It went pretty well. BUT the crowd got pissed.  UGH we 
don't know Free Bird, we're NOT a bar band, we don't  
know fucking Free Bird. :/ 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  04:38:42 AM 

None of this feels like it matters. I just miss you. :( 
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id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  04:39:17 AM 

  I fell asleep sorry 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/18/2012  07:14:28 AM 

I'm specks--if you squint... 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  09:06:13 AM 

Good morning :) I'll try 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/18/2012  09:42:24 AM 

Hey baby. :) Sorry I got poetic last night. What do you 
see? 
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id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  10:06:13 AM 

Its ok. I like them. :D I squint, when I really squint, I 
see future you& future me 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/18/2012  09:42:24 AM 

Me too. You're hiding in the barely detectable laminate on 
the wallpaper, you're waiting in the pixels on my iPod's 
screen 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  11:45:13 AM 

I'm yours every. 
Single always answer. 
Now forever happens. 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/18/2012  11:56:34 AM 

I have a surprise for you. 
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id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  11:45:13 AM 

whatt? TELL ME YOUR COMING HOME 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/18/2012  12:06:19 AM 

We're flying back tonight. Scott got sick and we have to 
cancel the rest of the shows. I really shouldnt be excited 
but i am.. Driving to the airport now. GET PUMPED. <3 I 
love you see you soon!!!! 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  11:45:13 AM 

ohhmy god oh my god ohmygod 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/18/2012  12:06:19 PM 

Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
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id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  12:13:04 PM 

I think I just peed a little 

id/Me (Patrick) 
source:+9013341772    type:SMS 
delivered: 04/18/2012  12:16:42 PM 

Right? I'm so fucking jazzed 
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id/Drafts 
source: /storage/device/Drafts 
type:MMS   access:04/20/2012 03:12:09 PM 
Subject:   Gladys im not goi 

love letter 6 

the God the death 
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id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  02:12:04 PM 

:) ETA? 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  03:45:34 PM 

Hello?? 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  04:23:12 PM 

I told my mom and she's more excited than me. Lol where 
are you 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  05:08:01 PM 

theres a tour van on the news that wrecked down there and 
Im sitting here thinking it was you lol. Plz text me back 
Im freaked out 
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id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  05:12:18 PM 

patrickkkkk, pick up your fucking phone 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/19/2012  12:56:07 AM 

Well. sweet dreams. text me tomorrow when you wake up. We 
need to talk and celebrate. I’m officially mad at you but 
I’ll cook you breakfast anyway :) 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/19/2012  05:43:13 AM 

no 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/19/2012  05:56:51 AM 

NO no please god its not trUE ist a joke 

id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/19/2012  05:58:13 AM 

oh god 
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id/Gladys 
source:+5156600896    type:SMS    
delivered: 04/18/2012  09:11:32 AM 

come back patrick 

------------- 

type:SMS SVC for account 6300002728365 
TERMINATED BY “authorized” <CODE (3)>  
04/20/2012 03:12:09 PM 

REGION 46383 #1 IN-STORE:267 
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